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ABSTRACT
Name : Yasmin Ilham
Reg Number : 40300114077
Major : English and Literature Department
Faculty : Adab and Humanities
Title : Figurative Language in Jodi Picoult Small Great Things
Supervisor I : Jumharia Djamereng
Supervisor II : Masykur Rauf
This research discussed about Figurative Language in Jodi Picoult’s “Small 
Great Things”. This research aimed to know the figurative language found in Jodi 
Picoult’s novel “Small Great Things”. This research focuses on the Leech’s theory to 
categorize types of figurative language in Small Great Things. Then, the data were 
analyzed using qualitative descriptive method. The research used human instrument
as the instrument to find out the valid data. The findings show that were 157 data 
about types of figurative language in Picoult’s novel “Small Great Things” with used 
twelve types of figurative language based on Leech’s theory, and they are: 6 data of 
oxymoron, 3 data of paradox, 3 data of Synecdoche, 9 data of metaphor, 12 data of 
metonymy, 42 data of simile, 9 data of symbolism, 26 data of allegory, 36 data of 
Hyperbole, 5 data of irony, 5 data of litotes, and 2 data of personification. The 
researcher concluded the figurative language of Hyperbole as the dominant form that 
used in Jodi Picoult’s novel “Small Great Things”. 
Keywords: figurative language, Small Great Things, novel
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Language is used to let others an identity person’s feeling, need, and also ask 
questions. It can be modified the language in each situation where it is used as 
express inner thoughts and emotions, make sense of complex and abstract thought, to 
learn to communicate with others, to fulfill our willing and needs, as well as to 
establish rules and maintain our cultures. And sometimes, people also use language to 
convey an idea or their message through song lyric, poetry, and many literary works. 
Lyons (2009: 28) stated that “A language is a tool or system of symbols designed for 
purpose of communication and interaction with each other”.
It is known that novel is one of the literary works based on Padillah et al 
(2016:69) stated “novel as fiction offers an imaginative world that is not much 
different from the reality. In the process of writing, the authors use figurative 
language to convey the ideas”. Based on Hornby (2005:239) stated novel is a story 
long enough to fill a complete book, in which the characters and events are usually 
imaginary and also the authors always try to maximize it to reveal their uniqueness”. 
The novel is also a reflection of the author’s thoughts with regard to the social, 
cultural, political, and religious. Literary works contain meanings and messages 
relating to author ideas and ideologies. The novel has many types and is very diverse 
2for its unique either from the storyline created by the author or from the model of 
writing.
The Small Great Things is one of the best novels from Jodi Picoult to attract 
readers to read her work. As a famous American author, her novels have been 
translated into 34 languages, one of them there translated into Indonesian. The novel
has debuted at number one on the New York Times bestseller list, the novel first 
published in the United States in 2016 by Ballantine Books, an imprint of Random 
House, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York. The novel addresses 
the profoundly challenging yet essential concerns of our era including prejudice, race, 
and justice. Small Great Thing is one of the novels was chosen for the 2017 
NNSTOY social justice booklist for high school until adult readers. That novel 
discusses the story of racism experienced by a women nurse who lives around the 
race of white people (American). In the education of Islam, Allah SWT forbids 
humans to never distinguish or classify a person based on status or position. Allah 
states that in Surah Al-Hujarat verse 13. 
      Al-Qur’an Surah Al-Hujarat verse 13, Allah said:
 ِّم مُك َٰنَۡقلَخ اَِّنإ ُساَّنلٱ اَھَُّیٓأ َٰی َدنِع ۡمُكَمَرَۡكأ َِّنإ ْۚآُوفَراََعتِل َِلٓئَاَبقَو اٗبوُعُش ۡمُك َٰنۡلَعَجَو َٰىثُنأَو ٖرَكَذ ن
 ٞرِیبَخ ٌمِیلَع َ َّͿٱ َِّنإ ۚۡمُكԩَٰقَۡتأ ِ َّͿٱ١٣
      
Translation:
3     “O mankind, indeed we have created you from male and female and made you 
people and tribes that may know one another. Indeed, the most righteous of you. 
Indeed, Allah knows and acquainted”.
      The first date of the verse above "indeed we have created you from male and 
female" is an introduction to assert that all human beings have the same degree of 
humanity with Allah, there is no difference between one tribe and another. There is 
also no difference in human values between men and women because everything is 
created from a man and a woman. the introduction leads to a conclusion called by the 
last fragment of this verse, "Indeed, the most righteous of you. Indeed, Allah is 
knowing and acquainted". Therefore, try to increase the piety so that you become the 
noblest of Allah (Shihab, 2009:616). The verse from the surah is the verse was 
revealed by Allah SWT which confirms the equality. In that verse, the differences are
not the level of wealth, ethnicity, but the level of piety manifested from human 
relation to their God and the relations with each other.
The novel “Small Great Things” certainly cannot be separated from the use of 
figurative language. These novels use various languages that make the content and 
the story more interesting for literary readers to find out more in the meaning to be 
conveyed by the author. Jodi Picoult tends to use the language that deviates from the 
daily language used to communicate. It can be seen clearly with figurative language 
in Small Great Things novel. “Figurative language is also known as a figure of 
speech, rhetorical figure, and metaphorical language” (Elder, 2004: 294). “Figurative 
language is language that uses words or expressions with a meaning that is different 
4from the literal interpretation” (Marhamah, 2018:357). Figurative language is the 
language that uses words or expressions with a meaning that is different from the 
literal interpretationerary works. Sometimes, figurative language uses to be more 
effective, persuasive, and impactful.
Jodi Picoult and other author used figurative language in their novel because they 
want to express the more specific meaning of the utterances and make the sentences 
looks more interesting for readers. In fact, in every activity, people unconsciously use 
the figurative language in speech and also we can find some figurative language in 
Al-Qur’an. Al-Qur’an that is one of the creations of Allah SWT that has figurative 
language. The Holy Qur’an also contains many figurative languages that we can find 
in every surah such as surah As-Shaf: 4.
In Al-Qur’an Surah As-Shaf verse 4, Allah said:
 ٌصوُصْرَم ٌنَایُْنب ُْمھََّنأَك ًّافَص ِِھلِیبَس ِيف َنُوِلتَاُقی َنیِذَّلا ُّبُِحی َ َّالله َِّنإ
Translation:
      "Truly Allah loveth them who battle for His cause in ranks as if they were a solid 
structure".
     Indeed, Allah loves those who fight to establish Allah’s religion in unity like a 
sturdy building (Shihab, 2009:10). In that verse Allah conveyed, the battle lines that 
Allah loves are those of war formed in the strong formation. The strength of that line 
is likened to a sturdy structure, were each constituent material is connected and 
mutually reinforcing each other. In the verse found the word “as” characterizes the 
5simile. The researcher took this Small Great Things novel as the object of study to 
analyze the figurative language used by Jodi Picoult after reading the novel at glance. 
So, the researcher will analyze literature in the linguistic aspect, specifically 
figurative language. This study will conduct meaningful analysis in the figurative 
language consist of five types such as metonymy, synecdoche, idioms, euphemism,
and hyperbole. Having discussed the previous explanation, the researcher is interested 
in conducting the research which is entitled “Figurative language in Jodi Picoult’s 
Small Great Things”.
B. Research Questions
In relation to the research topic above, the researcher needs to identify the 
sentence that includes the figurative language. Therefore the writer presented the 
research question:
1. What types of figurative language found in Picoult’s novel “Small Great 
Things”?
C. Research Objective
Based on the research questions which are described above, the objective of this 
research.
1. To find out the types of figurative language and analyze the meaning of 
figurative languages found in Picoult’s novel “Small Great Things”.
D. Research Significance
6The significance of the study as follows:
1. This research gives the positive significances for the linguistic and literature, 
especially the students of Faculty of Adab and Humanities to comprehend any 
aspects of figurative language. 
2. This research contributes to be a better understanding of the use figurative 
language and the message in the meaning of figurative language in the novel
and to know that using figurative language can make sentences in literary 
work more valuable and more interesting people to read it. 
3. This research contributes to an increasing appreciation of the novel for the 
young generation in order that they know how important the meaning of the 
novel is.
E. Research Scope
Based on many experts, there are many kinds of figurative languages namely 
simile, metaphor, metonymy, personification, irony, symbol, allegory, sarcasm, 
litotes, paradox, apostrophe, etc. The aspects that were investigated was the types of 
figurative language and the meaning which content on that figurative language. This 
research used Leech’s theory (1969) as a basis to categorize the form of the figurative 
languages based on the appropriate category. Thus, she explained the meaning of 
figurative languages contained in the novel.
7CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Findings
The researcher presents some previous findings, which is related or relevant to
this research as follow:
The first previous finding is Nurlinda (2009) in her thesis, “Figurative language 
in the selected poem by Ron Slate”. In her research, Nurlinda found that the most 
common figurative language from the seven types of figurative language is Allegory 
Nurlinda found 38 sentences that used figurative language in her research, the 
sentence that has figurative language in Ron Slate poems: 5 personifications, 4 
similes, 1 hyperbole, 6 metaphor, 6 metonymies, 4`synecdoche, 9 allegories, 1 litotes, 
1 apostrophe, and 1 oxymoron. Nurlinda focused on ten categories of figurative 
language using Keraf theory in Ron Slate poems and also Nurlinda uses connotative 
and denotative meaning to support her data. And in this research, Nurlinda used the 
qualitative method to collect the data from Ron Slate poems.
The second previous finding is Sasmita (2009) in his thesis “Figurative 
Languages in Paulo Coelho’s novel The Al Chemist”. In his research, Sasmita found 
that the most common figurative language from the fifteen types of figurative 
language is Personification. Sasmita found 135 sentences that used figurative 
language in her research, the sentence that has figurative language in Paulo Coelho’s 
novel: 32 personifications (23.70%), 9 simile (6.66%), 15 hyperbole (11.11%), 13 
8metaphor (9.62%), 7 paradox (5.18%), 11 metonymy (8.14%), 2 synecdoche(1.48%), 
0 irony, 23 allegory (17.03%), 3 sarcasm (2.22%), 4 alliteration (2.96%), 5 assonance 
(3.70%), 1 litotes (0.70%),  2 apostrophe (1.48%), and 9 oxymoron (6.66%). Sasmita 
focused on fifteen categories of figurative language using Keraf theory in Paulo 
Coelho’s novel and also Sasmita use percentage to support his data. And in this 
research, Sasmita used a qualitative and quantitative method to collect the data from 
Paulo Coelho’s novel.
The third previous finding is Rusli (2010) in her thesis Analysis of figurative 
languages in the lyrics of maroon five’s song. In her research, Rusli found that the 
most common figurative language from the seven types of figurative language is 
hyperbole Rusli found 21 sentences that used figurative language in her research, the 
sentence that has figurative language in Maroon Five songs: 1 personification, 4 
symbols, 5 similes, 6 hyperbole, 2 metaphor, 1 paradox, 2 metonymy. Rusli focused 
on seven categories of figurative language using Perrine theory in Maroon Five songs 
and also Rusli uses connotative and denotative meaning as support her data. And in 
this research, Rusli used the qualitative method to collect the data from Maroon Five 
songs.
The fourth previous finding is Putri (2011) in her thesis, “An Analysis of 
Stylistics in Dear John Novel by Nicolas Sparks”. In her research, Putri found that the 
most common figurative language from the eleven types of figurative language is a 
smile. Putri found 30 sentences that used figurative language in her research, the 
9sentence that has figurative language in Dear John novel: 10 similes, 3 metaphor, 4 
hyperbole forms, 2 litotes, 4 personifications, 2 irony, 5 metonymies, and 0 
synecdoches. Putri focused on eight categories of the figurative language using 
Vivian and Jackson’s theory in Dear John novel and also Putri uses connotative and 
denotative meaning to support her data. In this research, Putri used the qualitative 
method to collect the data from the Dear John novel.
Based on the explanation above, it can be inferred that the previous studies have 
similarities of Nurlinda, Sasmita, Rusli, and Putri investigated with the same topics 
about the figurative languages. The differences of the previous studies above, the 
thesis of Nurlinda (2009) focuses only ten types of figurative based on Keraf’s theory 
in her object analysis is poetry by Ron Slate. Sasmita (2009) focuses on fifteen types 
of figurative with used Keraf theory in his thesis used The Al Chemist novel, his used 
qualitative and quantitative method. Rusli (2010) focuses on seven types of figurative 
with used Perrine’s theory in her thesis object used songs by Maroon Five. And the 
last is Putri (2011) focuses on eleven types of figurative with used Vivian and 
Jackson’s theory in Dear John novel. Two of the previous study used Keraf’s theory. 
However, in this research, the researcher focuses on five types based on Leech (1969) 
and the object analysis used Small Great Things novel has been published in 2016.
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B. Figurative Language
1. Definition of Figurative Language
Figurative language is a branch of linguistics devoted to analyzing the meaning 
of the language style acquired by speech and literature. There are some opinions 
about figurative language, in the book of Sound and Sense, Perrine (1992:49) defines 
“figurative language as any way of saying something other than the ordinary way”. 
Kennedy (2007: 3), sated there is an advantage in using figurative language; it is to 
make the story more real than it would be without figurative language in literary 
works “Figurative language is a deviation from what speakers of a language 
apprehend as the ordinary, or standard, significance or sequence of words, in order to 
achieve some special meaning or effect” (Abrams, 1981:63). 
Figurative language is sequences of standard words that are used by the user 
language, to achieve the meaning or special effects. Figurative language is a manner 
of expression in which words are used out of their literal meaning or out of their 
ordinary use in order to add beauty or emotional intensity by comparing or 
identifying one thing with another that has a meaning familiar to the reader.
2. The Types of Figurative Language
      There are many kinds of figurative language, but in this case, the researcher used 
figurative language based on Leech (1969). Among the types of figurative language 
that will be discussed and used by researcher such as:
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a. Oxymoron
      Oxymoron, the yoking together of two expressions which are semantically 
incompatible, so that in combination they can have no conceivable literal reference to 
reality (Leech, 1969: 132). Oxymoron is a reference that attempts to combine words 
to achieve a contradictory effect but is more dense and sharp. The oxymoron is 
almost similar to paradox, except that oxymoron uses the opposite word in the same 
word.
       For example Silent scream, Dark light, walking Dead. In some examples, these 
words are opposite words and have conflicting meanings but coexisted directly 
without any sentence added.
b. Paradox
      Paradox, a statement which is absurd, because self-evidently false (Leech, 
1969:132). A paradox is an apparent contradiction that is nevertheless somehow true. 
It may be either a situation or a statement (Perrine, 1992:46). The paradox is defined 
as a statement that seems to contradict or contradict public opinion or truth, but in 
reality, it contains the truth. The paradox is a figurative language whose content 
contradicts what should have happened.
      For example, nobody goes to that restaurant because it is too crowded. The 
words 'nobody' and 'crowded' are opposite words and have conflicting meanings in 
the same sentence.
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c. Synecdoche 
The traditional figure of synecdoche is identified with a rule which applies the 
term for the part to the whole (Leech, 1969:150). Larson (1998) states a figurative
sense based on part-whole relationships are also quite common in some languages 
and are called synecdoche. Synecdoche is the use of the part for the whole (Perrine, 
1992:33). Synecdoche is, by far, the strangest figurative language. It is the most 
unfamiliar figurative language terms. As a word, however, it is rarely used in polite 
company.
      For example, Anita’s nose is not seen all day. The word “nose” it means the real 
person from Anita, the whole body of Anita. The word “nose” represents the entire 
description of Anita.
d. Metaphor 
      The metaphor is associated with a particular rule of transference. Metaphor, on 
the other hand, is inexplicit with regard to both the ground of comparison and the 
things compared (Leech, 1969:157). The metaphor is a figurative language that 
describes something with other things that are similar to that. Unlike simile and 
symbolic, metaphors do not use certain words in them. Thus, the thing that is to be 
compared is immediately compared with the figure of speech that equates this.
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      For example: do not trust him because of his unsightly appearance, but he is the 
alligator in the earth. The word "alligator" it means the man hooligans, the man 
described as someone who often hurts a woman's feelings.
e. Metonymy
Metonymy is treated as a residual category including all varieties of transference 
of meaning apart from those separately classed as synecdoche or metaphor (Leech, 
1969:152) Metonymy is a kind of figurative language which uses the words in a 
figurative language sense involving association. Perrine (1992:65) states “metonymy 
is the use of something closely related for the thing actually meant”. Metonymy is a 
figurative language is consisting of using the name of one thing (label or attribute) for 
something to exchange the name.
For example, The Restaurant has been acting quite rude lately. The word “the 
restaurant” means the staff of the restaurant.
f. Smile
      A simile is an overt, and metaphor a covert comparison. This means that for each 
metaphor, we can devise a roughly corresponding simile, by writing out tenor and 
vehicle side by side, and indicating (by like or some other formal indicator) the 
similarity between them (Leech, 1969:156).  Simile the comparison is expressed by 
the use of some word or phrase, such as like, as, than, similar to, resembles, or seems 
(Perrine, 1992:29). A simile is a figurative language that compares something with 
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something else explicitly or explicitly. In a simile, it usually uses certain words, 
which are like, and as.
     For example, your nose is red as a ripe tomato. In the sentence likens the color of 
the nose to the color of the tomato to have a meaningful effect that the speaker 
wanted to convey
g. Symbol
      The adjustment we make, when we turn from reading, say, a newspaper to 
reading poetry (especially the poetry of certain poets), includes expecting symbolic 
interpretations to arise (Leech, 1969:162). Symbols vary in the degree of 
identification and definition gave them by their authors (Perrine, 1992:38). 
Symbolism equates something with something else, whether it is animals, objects, 
plants, and other symbols. In symbolic, a thing that you want to compare is usually 
directly replaced with a parable in that purpose.
      For example, I'm waiting for the green light from both parents. The word "green 
light" is a symbol of agreement or something that can be run or forwarded.
h. Allegory
       An allegory might be described as a 'multiple symbols', in which a number of 
different symbols, with their individual interpretations, join together to make a total 
interpretation. So considered, an allegory on superficial interpretation may be a story 
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(like Pilgrim's Progress) or a description (like the various portraits of Marvell's The 
Gallery) (Leech, 1969:163). Allegory is a narrative or description that has a second 
meaning beneath the surface. Although the surface story or description may have its 
own interest, the author’s major interest is in the ulterior meaning (Perrine, 1992:43). 
Allegory is a style of language that uses portrayals or figurative language to explain 
something. Because it uses a figurative language and explanation, the allegory is 
included in the comparison form.
      For example: Live in the world like a piano keyboard. There is a white keyboard 
and some are black. People who don't try to understand will only know the basic 
tone. But, it is played by people who know the tone, it will form melodious music. 
i. Hyperbole
Hyperbole is an exaggeration in the colloquial talk is often incredible because at 
variance with the known fact (Leech, 1969:167). Overstatement, or hyperbole, is 
simply exaggeration, but exaggeration in the service of truth. It is not the same as a 
fish story (Perrine, 1992:47). Hyperbole is a figurative language used for excessive 
exaggeration to create a rhetorical effect. It is used to create humor and sensational 
effect to make the idea more manipulative hence exploiting the reader (Mahmood et 
al, 2014:215).  Hyperbole clearly tells the listener that something is going on and that 
the exaggeration is not to be taken literally. A common meaning is that the speaker 
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has been surprised and that the hyperbole is being used to convey something of the 
emotion experienced.
For example, I love you to the Atlantic Ocean. The word “Atlantic Ocean” is a 
parable to express his enormous feelings; it does not mean that his love is as wide as 
the Atlantic Ocean.
j. Irony
     The basis of irony as applied to language is the human disposition to adopt a pose 
or to put on a mask. The nation of a disguise is particularly pertinent, as it brings out 
(a) the element of concealment in irony, and (b) the fact that what is concealed is 
meant to be found out (Leech, 1969:171). Irony always implies the opposite of what 
is said, it has many gradations, and only in its simplest forms does it mean only the 
opposite of what is said (Perrine, 1992:49). The irony is a figurative language that 
expresses something contrary to the true meaning. Generally, it is used to express or 
convey innuendos subtly. In daily conversation, the irony is used when someone is 
angry but does not want the interlocutor to respond to the meaning that the speaker
wants to convey with excessive emotion. Even though it is used to express subtle 
satire, the application of the sentence used still sounds sweet but actually has a mean 
intention.
For example, Wow, you're getting so slim every day, your dress is so tight and 
tacky.
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k. Litotes
      The term "litotes" is sometimes reserved for a particular kind of understatement in 
which the speaker uses the negative expression where a positive one would have been 
more forceful and direct (Leech, 1969:169). Litotes is a figurative language that aims 
to reduce degrees or humble oneself to the other person. Litotes usually sound rather 
excessive and conflict with the actual speaker's reality. The meaning of litotes is to 
reduce the impact or value of something that is intended to be of mediocre value.
      For example: Thank you for coming to see me in my shabby house. The word 
"shabby" in the sentence refers to a person who humbles him/herself and is 
categorized as litotes.
l. Personification
      Personification, whereby an abstraction is figuratively represented as human (e.g. 
'Authority forgets a dying king', Tennyson, The Passing of Arthur) actually combines 
all three categories such as the concreteness, the animistic and the humanizing 
(Leech, 1969:158). Personification is barely suggested; we would make a mistake if 
we tried to visualize the waves in human form or even, really, to think of them as 
having human emotions (Perrine, 1992:31). Personification is a figurative language 
that makes or equates inanimate objects who can move or breathe like humans. The 
personification denotes inanimate objects that seem to have human characteristics.
18
      For example, the moon and the stars saw me in the silent night. The word 'the 
moon and the stars saw me' it describes the moon and stars having eyes to see as a 
human.
C. Meaning
1. Definition of Meaning
If we are talking about Figurative, it cannot be separated from the meaning of it. 
The meaning has a wide definition. It could be found in a word, phrase, or sentence. 
Studying meaning is studying how to produce the sentence which can be understood. 
In consonance with Hurford and Heasley (2007:3), states the word meaning can be 
applied to people who use language especially for the speakers or authors in roughly 
the sense of intending, and it can be applied to words and sentences in a different 
sense, roughly expressed as “be equivalent to”.
Meaning is expressed by just one word is utterly wrong and an obstacle to 
recognizing the complexities in meaningful expression and in the meaning expressed 
(Kreidler, 1998:58). The term ‘meaning’ in language can be expressed in written or 
spoken communication. The meaning must be related to the conceptions which the 
participants in the communicative event have or come to share, and which they 
associate with a particular unit. Every communicator must be able to define the 
meaning in accordance with the context of the sentence.
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2. Types of Meaning
Meanings are divided into seven types in accord with Geoffrey Leech (1983:9) 
and the types are:
a. Conceptual Meaning (Denotative Meaning)
Conceptual meaning is sometimes called denotative meaning or cognitive 
meaning, it is widely assumed to be the central factor in linguistic communication 
(Leech, 1983:9). Denotative meaning is also called as the primary meaning, that is the 
meaning suggested by the word when it used alone. It is the first meaning or usage 
which a word will suggest to most people when the word is said in isolation. 
For example, the word woman (Leech, 10:1983) could be specified as a human, 
female, adult as distinct from men who could be defined as a human, male, adult. 
Conceptual meaning helps us to distinguish one meaning from the meaning of other 
sentences. The conceptual meaning is the base for all the other types of meaning.
b. Connotative Meaning
      Connotative meaning is the communicative value expression has by virtue of 
what it refers to, over and above its purely conceptual content (Leech, 1983:12). It 
refers to the associations that are connected to a certain word or the emotional 
suggestions related to that word. The connotative meanings of a word exist together 
with the denotative meanings. 
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      For example, the connotations for the word “snake” could include “evil” or 
“danger”. 
c. Social Meaning
      Social meaning is that which a piece of language conveys about, the social 
circumstances of its use. In part, we 'decode' the social meaning of a text through our 
recognition of different dimensions and levels of style within the same language 
(Leech, 1983:14). The social meaning was that information which a piece of language 
(i.e. a pronunciation variation, a word, phrase, sentence, etc.,) conveys about the 
social circumstance of its use. The social meaning was understood through the 
recognition of different dimension and level of style within the same language 
(Umagandhi and Vinothini, 2017: 71).
d. Affective Meaning
Affective meaning is largely a parasitic category in the sense that to express our 
emotions we rely upon the mediation of other categories of meaning-conceptual, 
connotative, or stylistic (Leech, 1983:16). Based on Umagandhi and Vinothini (2017: 
71) states “effective meaning was the aspects of meaning which reflects personal 
feelings of the speaker, includes the attitude of the listener or his attitude to 
something the listener was talking about”.
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e. Reflected Meaning
      Reflected meaning is the meaning which arises in cases of multiple conceptual 
meaning when one sense of a word forms part of our response to another sense 
(Leech, 1983:16). Based on Umagandhi and Vinothini (2017: 71) states “reflected 
meaning was the meaning which arises in cases when a word has multiple conceptual 
meaning or polysemous when one sense of a word form part of our response (or 
reaction) to another sense”.
f. Collocative Meaning
      Collocative meaning consists of the association a word acquires on account of the 
meaning of words which tend to occur in its environment (Umagandhi and Vinothini, 
2017: 72). Furthermore, collocative meaning refers to associations of a word because 
of its usual or habitual co-occurrence with certain types of words. Pretty and 
handsome indicate good looking.
g. Thematic Meaning
      The thematic meaning was that “what was communicated by the way in which a 
speaker or writer organize the message, in terms of ordering, focus, and emphasis”. 
The thematic meaning can also be expressed by means of stress and intonation to 
highlight information in one part of a sentence (Umagandhi and Vinothini, 2017: 72). 
Based on Leech (1983:19) states that thematic meaning, or what is communicated by 
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the way in which a speaker or writer organizes the message, in terms of the order, 
focus, and emphasis.
D. Novel
1. Definition of Novel
      A novel is a fictional story in a certain length, depicts the characters, as well as 
the motion of a representative real-life scene in a plot or a somewhat chaotic or 
tangled state (Tarigan, 2009: 164). In addition Nurgiyantoro (1995:4) state that “in a 
novel offers a world that contains an idealized model of life, an imaginary world that 
is built through intrinsic elements such as events, plots, characters, settings, and 
points of view which are of course all imaginary”. The novel is built through several 
intrinsic elements and extrinsic elements. These elements are deliberately combined 
with the author and made similar to the real world complete with the events in it so 
that it really exists and happens. The intrinsic element of a novel directly builds a 
story.
      A novel is a fictional story in a certain length, depicts the characters, as well as 
the motion of a representative real-life scene in a plot or a somewhat chaotic or 
tangled state (Tarigan, 2009: 164). In addition Nurgiyantoro (1995:4) state that “in a 
novel offers a world that contains an idealized model of life, an imaginary world that 
is built through intrinsic elements such as events, plots, characters, settings, and 
points of view which are of course all imaginary”. The novel is built through several 
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intrinsic elements and extrinsic elements. These elements are deliberately combined 
with the author and made similar to the real world complete with the events in it so 
that it really exists and happens. The intrinsic element of a novel directly builds a 
story.
      Reeve (2004:74) states that, “the novel is the power to bring us from one place to 
other, even to place that we do not know before, it can bring us from one time to 
other, bring us back to the past, through the present time, or even move us to the 
unknown future. It also can change our sense of feeling from a sense of sadness to 
sense happiness”. A literary work cannot be separated from the language because 
language is a medium of literary work. Language is a means or media to convey the 
author's ideas or thoughts which will be poured into a literary work, one of which is a 
novel.
       Language in literary works contains elements of beauty. Beauty is an aspect of 
aesthetics. The beauty in literary works is built on word art or language arts. 
Language art is in the form of beautiful words that manifest from the expression of 
the soul of the author. In short, reading a literary work will be interesting if what the 
author discloses is presented in a language that contains aesthetic values. Language 
style is one of the interesting elements in literary reading. Each author has a different 
style of expressing ideas or ideas into writing.
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2. The Elements of the Novel 
a. Plot
      According to Aristotle, the plot is the combination of incidents, or things are done
in the story (Gwynn, 2009: 7). The plot is incidents sequence in the story from the 
beginning until the end of the story. The plot is the main part of fiction because it 
shows how the story happened that is why Gordon and Kuehner state in their book 
that plot consists of causality. It will be important to the writer to explain clearly 
about the causality of the incidents in the story so that the readers are able to 
understand why an incident happen does.
      Another part of the plot is conflict consisting of external and internal conflict. 
Internal conflict happens between the main character to herself or himself while the 
external conflict happens between the main character to the opposite character and
environment (Gordon & Kuehner, 1999: 2). The plot consists of a structure which is 
described as a pyramid. It starts with exposition, complication, climax, falling action, 
and denouement.
1) Exposition is the introduction of the story that readers really need to 
conceive the situation of the story.
2) The complication is the shakeup event of a stable situation and begins the 
rising action of the story. 
3) The climax is the top of the conflict or the central moment of crisis in the 
story. 
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4) Falling action. Climax part of the story will initiate the falling action of 
the plot. 
5) Denouement returns the story to a stable situation with some changes and 
describes the future of the main character. 
b. Character
      The character is the person played in the story. It is often the author her or himself 
and the person that the author know. Character divides into six types; it follows round 
character which is capable to surprise the reader because of the development of 
characteristic. In contrast, a flat character is a character who is incapable of surprising 
the reader because there is no change of characteristic. Besides the two Characters, 
the other characters are a major and minor character. Major character includes the 
protagonist and antagonist who take a very important position in the story while a 
minor character who doesn’t really important but has a definite function in the story. 
The other characters are an active and static character that is similar to round and flat 
character. The active character changed because of what happens in the plot while 
static is unchanged (Gordon & Kuehner, 1999: 97).
c. Theme
      The theme is the main topic tells in a story. According to Gwynn (2009:13) theme 
is the central ideas that a play discusses. The theme develops every event of the story 
and it is the opinion or statement of the author’s central insight. The theme of the 
novel is not limited. It is according to the narrator about what theme that the narrator 
wants for the novel. It can be told about social, love, adventure, fighting and also 
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political. The novel is inherently political, but the organizational demands of the 
novel form mean that it doesn't fit easily into political ideas of class or group blame 
or virtue (Jane, 2005: 27).
d. Setting
      Generally, the setting is the time, place and social reality in which the story takes 
place but according to Kennedy and Gioia, the idea of setting includes the physical 
environment of a story; a house, a street, a city, landscape, and region. Besides place, 
the setting may crucially involve the time of the story hour, year or century (Kennedy 
and Gioia, 2007: 112).
e. Point of view
      Point of view is the way of author vantage her or himself to tell the story. It 
consists of two main points of view; it follows the first person and third person. 
      First person point of view use “I” in the story and it implies the story is happening 
to the author but according to Gordon and Kehner (1999: 151), the “I” is not the 
author. Instead, the author creates a persona or mask through which he or she tells the 
story but however, the reader may find the autobiographical story. It means that the 
author takes some details from her or his own life and from others and reworked them 
into the story. Third person point of view use “she, he and they” in the story. It can 
reveal thoughts of most character or just focus on one character’s thought.
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E. Small Great Things Synopsis
This story is told from three perspectives: Ruth Jefferson as a black obstetric 
nurse, Turk Bauer as a white supremacist who lost his son, and Kennedy McQuarrie 
as a lawyer who fights for justice. The story begins with the birth of a baby named 
Davis, son of Turk Bauer. Turk asked the head nurse to prohibit Ruth from taking 
care of her child. After only a few days old, Davis passed away. Ruth hesitated 
between obeying her boss's direct orders and saving Davis's life. Until in the final 
Turk accused Ruth of killing Davis because of revenge. The case was brought to 
justice, and Kennedy as Ruth's lawyer tried to prove that it was not the nurse that 
caused Davis's death.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
      This chapter includes all the information about the data and the approaches that 
applied to discuss in the thesis. They are the research method, the source of data, an 
instrument of the research, procedure of data collection and technique of data 
analysis.
A. Research Method
The research used the descriptive method to identify the data. Blaxter (2010: 65) 
states “descriptive qualitative research is a type of research that deals with collecting 
and analyzing information in a form of the written description”. In qualitative 
research, the researcher is the primary instrument for gathering and analyzing data. 
This research method is research of our-self because the researcher does not need a 
questionnaire and this method intended to describe everything related to the topic of 
the research. In other words, the researcher described the intention of identifying of 
figurative language that dominantly was found in the novel Small Great Things.
B. Source of The Data
The source of data used Small Great Things by Jodi Picoult. The novel of Jodi 
Picoult’s Small Great Things was published in the United States in 2016 by 
Ballantine Books contents of 449 pages. The researcher took the novel to analysis 
which has a relation to the topic.
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C. The Research Instrument
This research, the researcher as the instruments to collect the data and to identify 
the figurative language was found in novel Small Great Things. Merriam (1998:7) 
states “Data are mediated through this human instrument, the researcher, rather than 
through some inanimate, inventory, questionnaire or computer”. The step of the 
research was collecting data, analyzing the data and delineating the conclusion. 
However, there some tools that the researcher used in gathering the data such as a 
book to take note, pen to write down the data, and color marker to mark.
D. The procedure for Collecting Data
This research, the researcher analyzed Jodi Picoult’s novel to collect data related 
to this research. The steps to collect data, as follows:
1. The researcher read the full text of Small Great Things novel carefully.
2. The researcher marked and identified which contain figurative languages in 
Small Great Things.
3. The researcher took notes in the novel Small Great Things with using color
cards, paper, pencil, etc.
4. And the last, the researcher collected all the data on the table and interpret 
the meaning found in Small Great` Things.
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E. The technique of Data Analysis
In the technique of the data analysis, the researcher followed the technique as 
follow:
1. The researcher categorized the figurative language carefully based on Leech 
theory after reading the novel Small Great Things.
2. The researcher analyzed the data by identifying the types of figurative 
language step by step in Small Great Things.
3. Finally, the researcher interpreted the meaning of each sentence then 
connecting them with the theory existing previous studies.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter concerns the data analysis of the research and the researchers 
analyze the kind of figurative languages in Jodi Picoult’s novel Small Great Things.
The researcher has studied the “Small Great Things” novel that contained the 
figurative language and then analyzed the meaning. The researcher also would 
formulate the clarification in unite part.
A. Findings
Through analysis, it was found that several Jodi Picoult’s novels “Small Great 
Things” contained figurative languages as shown on the following table:
Table 4.1 Classification of Figurative Language on the Novel
No Types of Figurative 
Language
Page Frequency
1 Oxymoron 25, 38, 62, 83 6
2 Paradox 12, 23 3
3 Synecdoche 19, 26, 42 3
4 Metaphor 19, 62, 65, 76, 83, 84, 96, 106 9
5 Metonymy 18, 21, 28, 36, 39, 45, 70, 76, 91 12
6 Simile 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26,  
29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 47, 
42
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48, 49, 51, 58, 68, 79, 80, 83, 84, 
85, 89, 91, 96, 97, 98, 99, 103, 106, 
108, 112
7 Symbol 18, 19, 22, 30, 32, 36, 41, 44, 89 9
8 Allegory 13, 14, 18, 19, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33, 
36, 37, 38, 54, 65, 84, 89, 95, 105, 
110, 114, 115, 117
26
9 Hyperbole 7, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21, 27, 28, 
29, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 43, 48, 
72, 75
36
10 Irony 17, 58, 109, 114 4
11 Litotes 17, 21, 42, 50, 119 5
12 Personification 22, 98 2
Total 157
1. Oxymoron
      Mourner and Rausch in Flayih (2009:30) states, an oxymoron is a literary figure 
of speech in which opposite or contradictory words, terms, phrases or ideas are 
combined to create a rhetorical effect by paradoxical means. Table 4.1 shows that 
there is 6 oxymorons found in the novel entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in 
the following sentences:
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Extract 1
Ruth: I study the rise and fall of the tiny bellows of his chest, to make sure his 
breathing isn't labored (Picoult, 2016:25) 
The word "rise" is to move up or to a higher place and the "fall" moves 
downward or moves to a lower place or returns to its original place. From the 
meaning of the lexeme, the two words contradict but contain the truth because what 
happens to the baby's stomach does look up and down when breathing. Because it 
contains contradictory words, the sentence is categorized as an oxymoron.
Extract 2
Turk: She was alone with Davis. I overheard the other nurses talking about it, 
in the hallway (Picoult, 2016:83)
The sentence "She was alone" is addressed to Ruth who is described as being 
alone. The definition of alone is a situation that is not with other people. But the word 
"with Davis" means that Ruth isn't really alone. So from that, the sentence is 
categorized as an oxymoron.
2. Paradox
      The term Paradox is from the Greek word "paradoxon" that means contrary to 
expectations, existing belief or perceived opinion. It is a statement that appears to be 
self-contradictory or silly but may include a latent truth. A paradox is often used to 
make a reader think over an idea in an innovative way (Syafitri and Marlinton, 2018: 
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47). Table 4.1 shows that there is 3 paradox found in the novel entitled “Small Great 
Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 3
Ruth: Ms. Mina and Christina needed Mama even more. So did Rachel and I, 
but we were better at taking care of ourselves (Picoult, 2016:12)
The sentence above is categorized as a paradox because it contains the opposite 
statement. Ruth and her sister also need attention from her mother to take care of 
themselves but in the next sentence, Ruth states that she and her sister can take care 
of themselves well without her mother's intervention.
Extract 4
Ruth: You may not have recognized his name, but you would have known him 
the minute he said hello (Picoult, 2016:12)
The sentence belongs to the paradox category. In the first sentence "You may 
not have recognized his name" Ruth states that someone she described as someone 
who we do not know but in the next sentence "but you would have known the minute 
he said hello" Ruth states that that person is the person we actually know when she 
greets with her trademark. It has an opposite statement but also has the truth. 
Therefore, the researcher categorizes the above sentence as a paradox.
3. Synecdoche
      Abrams in Siallagan and friends (2017:57) states synecdoche a part of something 
is used to signify the whole, or (more rarely) the whole is used to signify a part. We 
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use the term "ten hands" for ten workmen, or "a hundred sails" for ships and, in 
current slang, "wheels" to stand for an automobile. Table 4.1 shows that there is 3
synecdoches found in the novel entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the 
following sentences:
Extract 5
Ruth: I was worried about my hair. The last thing you’re thinking about when 
you’re in labor is what you look like, but if you’re like me, it’s the first thing that 
crosses your mind once that babies come. (Picoult, 2016:19)
      The word hair is used to describe the overall appearance of a person's body, as we 
usually find or have experienced ourselves, of course, hair is one of the things that 
might always be maintained. Messy hair can make us look like people who are 
mentally ill because they cannot take care of their bodies or what most people often 
imagine with a messy hair figure is someone who does not have the spirit of 
cleanliness, in other words, a dirty person. From the above sentence, it is categorized 
as synecdoche because the word expresses part of it to express the whole.
Extract 6
Ruth: I can feel the parents’ eyes, hot on my back. I turn, a smile fasted on my 
face. “There,” I say, handing the infant to Brittany again. “Clean as a whistle. 
Now, let’s see if we can get him to nurse. (Picoult, 2016:26)
     They are different sentences but in the same category that is synecdoche. In that 
sentence, the parent’s eyes to showed "Turk and Brit". Ruth feels a sharp look from 
Turk and his wife by looking from their eyes. Ruth felt something strange about the 
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behavior of Turk and Brit even though Ruth does her work according to her 
experience as a nurse.
Extract 7
Turk: Flipping his limp body over, and calling him a faggot, as I drove my fist
into his face again and again. Struggling against Raine as he dragged me to 
safety when the sirens grew louder and blue and red light flooded the parking 
lot. (Picoult, 2016:42)
      The sirens grew louder and blue and red light is synecdoche form because that 
sentence represents Patrol Police”. The blue and red light are identical to the 
characteristics of the patrol police. Turk is full of anger when he saw the fact that his 
father is like with the same sex or homosexual, which makes Turk angry with 
embarrassment. Turk blew a punch on his father's face until patrol police arrive. Turk 
is not even satisfied to vent his anger until he is pulled back by his colleague Raine 
who is aware of the arrival of police at the location they have visited to carry out a 
cleaning operation.
4. Metaphor
      Abrams in Syafitri and Marlinton (2018: 47) states metaphor is the process of 
comparing two unlike things as if they are one.  This thing happened because 
metaphor does not have connective words such as like,  as, than, similar to seems to 
determine them as figurative. Table 4.1 shows that there is 9 metaphor found in the 
novel entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the following sentences.
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Extract 8
Ruth: it just goes to show you: every baby is born beautiful. It’s what we 
project on them that make them ugly (Picoult, 2016:19).
      The tenor of the metaphor is "baby" and the vehicle is "born beautiful". The 
author describes a baby with beautiful characteristics because from Ruth's point of 
view in the novel, the baby figure looks adorable with a distended stomach and 
chubby cheeks. A baby is a person and beautiful is the characteristic of people, 
animals, places, objects, or ideas that provide experiences of perception of pleasure, 
or satisfaction.
Extract 9
Ruth: I fold my arms and stare down at the newborn. Babies are such blank 
slates. They don’t come into this world with the assumptions their parents have 
made, or the promises their church will give, or the ability to sort people into 
groups they like and don’t like (Picoult, 2016:62).
The tenor of the metaphor is "babies" and the vehicle is "blank slates". The 
sentence "Babies are such blank slates." has a meaning that states innocence in 
infants. Baby is a child of a very young living creature, generally, the term baby is 
given to human children under the age of twelve months. Blank Slates is a clean, 
spotless whiteboard.
5. Metonymy
      Metonymy is a change of name, the use of the one word for another,  these of an 
idea by means of terms involving association (Syafitri and Marlinton, 2018: 47). 
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Table 4.1 shown that there is 12 metonymies found in the novel entitled “Small Great 
Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 10
Ruth: It’s funny. When I tell people I’ve been a labor and delivery nurse for more 
than twenty years, they’re impressed by the fact that I have assisted in 
caesareans, that I can start an IV in my sleep, that I can tell the difference 
between a decal in the fetal heart rate is normal and one that requires 
intervention. But for me, being an L & D nurse is all about knowing your patient, 
and what she needs. A back rub. An epidural. A little Maybelline (Picoult, 
2016:21).
     A little Maybelline is Metonymy. The author used the word Maybelline to 
represent or replace cosmetics which one is the beauty brands and is often used 
mostly by women. In this data, the researcher reasons why the word is categorized as 
metonymy, Maybelline was a well-known cosmetic product with the most enthusiasts 
seen from the year of the establishment of the Maybelline company in 1915 in 
America. It can be said that the product is used by many women. As is the case with 
those around us "Aqua" mostly when people want to buy drinking water they mention 
the name of the product of the item rather than mentioning its use.
Extract 11
Mitchum: This beast of the field approached a White Anglo-a man like you, 
maybe, or me, who was doing nothing but living the life God intended him to live-
a man who cared for his ninety-year-old mother. This beast of the field punched 
this man, who fell down, struck his head on the pavement, and died (Picoult, 
2016:36).
     That sentence is a form of figurative language in metonymy. The author showed 
“This beast” to partial represent “African American. Mitchum used the word beast to 
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refer people who are black or colored because Mitchum described African American 
who behave roughly as a wild animal or in a softer word people who only act with 
emotions. Mitchum used the term because he judges African American a roughness in 
attitude and certainly it makes Mitchum hate them.
Extract 12
Turk: Yorkey, the son of bitch, was hiding behind a wall of muscle. Seriously, the 
smallest Pagan was about six-five and three hundred pounds (Picoult, 2016:91).
     A wall of muscle is Metonymy. The author used a wall of muscle to partial 
represent “strong bodies. Rows of big-bodied men form a fence to block. Muscular 
men were often said or imagined as men who are strong and male. Yorkey, who is 
frightened as Turk approaches him, uses the Pagan (muscular man and tall-bodied) to 
protect himself.
Extract 13
Turk: But this is how I see it: if that nigger hadn’t been driving that night, my 
brother wouldn’t be dead (Picoult, 2016:39)
     That sentence is Metonymy. The author showed that nigger to partial represents
Massachusetts man. A man from Massachusetts is an African American. That man is 
involved in the case of an accident with Truck's brother. Turk uses the word nigger to 
the man because his identity which has a racist term causes hatred.
Extract 14
Kennedy: I know when I come home, that Violet will have been bathed, read to, 
and tucked in. There will be leftover lemon drops or oatmeal raisin cookies from 
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the afternoon’s tea party, still warm inside a Tupperware. My kitchen will be 
cleaner than I left it that morning. (Picoult, 2016:76)
      That word Tupperware is a category of metonymy. The word Tupperware in that 
sentence is used by the writer as a substitute for the word container or jar for storing 
cookies. Kennedy imagined the habit of her mother who often makes tea parties 
which are supplemented with lemon cookies or raisin oatmeal cake, it is still 
something left in the warm state every time Kennedy returns to her house. 
Tupperware has become one of the world's leading companies in the field of plastic 
containers for high-quality storage.
6. Simile
      A simile is a kind of figurative meaning comparing two essentially unlike things.  
Simile expresses a direct comparison between things, which have one or more points 
in common and be recognized by the use of the word "like" and "as" (Syafitri and 
Marlinton, 2018: 46). Table 4.1 shown that there are 42 similes found in the novel 
entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 15
Ruth: Ms.Mina's bedroom door was wide open, and she was twisting on the bed 
in a sinkhole of satin sheets. The round of her belly rose like a moon (Picoult, 
2016:14).
In the phrase "her belly rose like a moon" it is categorized as a simile. The word 
belly rose is compared with the round of the moon and added conjunctions "like" to 
make the above sentence into a simile category. The sentence above compares the 
size of the belly of a pregnant woman by equating it with the size of the moon.
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Extract 16
Turk: he'd give me CDs to take home, white power bands with beats that 
sounded like a hammer pounding nails (Picoult, 2016:34)
"Beats that sounded like a hammer pounding nails" is a simile. The word "beats 
that sounded" compared to the word "a hammer pounding nails" then connected using 
the word "as" makes the sentence a simile. In the sentence above, it means that the 
music that is played has a loud sound that makes the ears feel noisy and the beats 
make the chest thump tightly.
Extract 17
Turk: “Get away from her,” I say my voice low and true as an arrow. “I want 
to talk to your boss.”(Picoult, 2016:40).
      "My voice is low and true as an arrow" is a simile. The sentence likens 
straightforward words to what is ordered. The function of an arrow that has a sharp 
tip so that it is accurately stuck when released, as the Turk says to Ruth. The word 
"my voice low" compared to the word "an arrow" then linked using the word "as" 
makes the sentence a simile.
Extract 18
Ruth: The words spill like a waterfall, with more force behind them than I 
expect (Picoult, 2016:106).
      "The words spill like a waterfall" is a simile. The sentence means the speech or 
communication that runs smoothly with the other person. Ruth tells about a strange 
incident that happens at the hospital while she was working for her mother. "The 
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word spill" compared to "waterfall" then linked using the word "like" makes the 
sentence simile.
7. Symbol
      The symbol is paying attention to the definitions above, the word "meaning" has a 
number different notions and varieties since poet use a word to mean something 
different from what it denotes in expressing their ideas,  minds, feeling (Syafitri and 
Marlinton, 2018: 48). Table 4.1 shows that there is 9 symbolism found in the novel 
entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 19
Ruth: I followed him, but was intercepted by the nurse in training, who was 
apologetic and upset. "I'm sorry" she said. "It's just....it was a monster." 
(Picoult, 2016:18)
      The word "a monster" is interpreted "baby without a face". The word "monster" is 
said to be an ugly baby or has a physical disability on his face. Usually, people use 
the term monster to refer to a terrible object either from the display or from the 
behavior of the object in question.
Extract 20
Ruth: It's a beautiful fall day in October, so she can't blame the weather 
(Picoult, 2016:19)
     The word "October" is interpreted as "summer". In that sentence, the word 
"October" is identical with the sunny weather because in that month it becomes 
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summer and the activities carried out are more easily due to lack of obstacles in sunny 
weather.
Extract 21
Franc: This beast of the field punched this man, who fell down, struck his head 
on the pavement, and died (Picoult, 2016:36)
     The word "This beast" is interpreted as "black people". The sentence above 
assumes the word animal to be addressed to African-Americans. The parable or 
nickname is given to those who are black because of their behavior who often 
commits crimes against white people.
8. Allegory
      Abrams in Siallagan and friends (2017:56) states allegory is a narrative, whether 
in prose or verse, in which the agents and actions, and sometimes the setting as well, 
are contrived by the author to make coherent sense on the "literal," or primary, level 
of signification, and at the same time to signify a second, correlated order of 
signification. Table 4.1 shown that there is 26 allegories found in the novel entitled 
“Small Great Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 22
Ruth: I waited for Mama to move through the dark rooms like Tinker Bell, 
alighting on a switch or a handle or a knob so that the sleeping beast of a house 
was gradually brought to life (Picoult, 2016:13)
     That sentence is category allegory. In the paragraph above, Ruth describes the 
light from the lamp that her mother turns on. Ruth likens her mother to Tinker Bell 
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and the lights are compared to the beast that wakes up from its sleep. Ruth describes 
ordinary activities using stories from a fairy tale.
Extract 23
Ruth: if this man didn't acknowledge that something truly horrible had 
happened-or worse, if he kept pretending for the rest of his life that it never 
had- a hole would open up inside him. Tiny at first, that pit would wear away, 
bigger and bigger, until one day when he wasn't expecting it he would realize 
he was completely hollow (Picoult, 2016:18).
     The paragraph above describes the wounds in the heart of a man who loses his 
baby in a short time. The man pretends not to know the wounds in him that Ruth 
describes. This paragraph is classified as allegory because it describes something with 
expediency.
Extract 24
Ruth: I could not stop staring-not because it was ugly or wrong, but because it 
was the most remarkable thing I'd ever seen. It felt like looking into the face of 
the sun: once I turned away, I was blind to everything else. (Picoult, 2016:19)
          That sentence is category allegory. The paragraph describes the story of a 
family that is sorrowful and heartbreaking to those who are witnesses. Ruth likens the 
family story to the parable of seeing the sun, when we look at the sun even if only for 
a moment our eyes will glare for a few moments as well as the story above after 
seeing a sad event, we will still remember it.
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9. Hyperbole
      Abrams in Syafitri and Marlinton (2018: 47) states hyperbole is a bold
overstatement or the extravagant exaggeration of fact or of possibility. It may be used 
either for serious or ironic or comic effect. Table 4.1 shown that there are 36 
oxymorons found in the novel entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the 
following sentences:
Extract 25
Ruth: The reason we were with Mama that day was because it was a snow day. 
The school was canceled, but we were too little to stay alone in our apartment 
while Mama went to work-which she did, through snow and sleet and probably 
also Earthquakes and Armageddon. (Picoult, 2016:12)
      That sentence is hyperbole. The author interprets the routine activities of Mama's 
Ruth who still go to work in all conditions and weather. Basically, earthquakes and 
Armageddon are natural symptoms that cannot make people keep doing their daily 
activities. Armageddon is an event in which the universe and its contents are 
destroyed, killing all the creatures in it without exception. Earthquakes are one of the 
natural disasters that often hit the planet that we occupy and one of the natural 
disasters that could cause damage to the environment. Ruth's mother in the novel has 
a diligent character and discipline in her work until the author makes an exaggerated
portrayal.
Extract 26
Ruth: It’s funny. When I tell people I’ve been a labor and delivery nurse for more 
than twenty years, they’re impressed by the fact that I have assisted in 
caesareans, that I can start an IV in my sleep, that I can tell the difference 
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between a decal in the fetal heart rate is normal and one that requires 
intervention. (Picoult, 2016:21)
      The author interpreted Ruth as a nurse who is very experienced in her field in 
caring for her patients. In the denotative meaning, sleeping is an activity with eyes 
closed and the body is not actively carrying out activities, it can be concluded that 
anyone cannot do an activity with eyes closed if the person is asleep. The author 
made Ruth become a very experienced person in her work, making the sentence 
seems impossible. So, the conclusion is the sentence includes hyperbole of figurative 
language.
Extract 27
Turk: after my brother died, everything fell apart. It was like that trial had ripped 
off the outside layer of skin, and what was left of my family was just a lot of blood 
and guts with nothing to hold it together anymore. (Data#71, Picoult, 2016:29)
     The sentence "everything fell apart" is category hyperbole. Everything is all 
things, falling is the act of falling, and apart is separated by a distance, of space or 
time. Turk felt that there are no more circumstances and opportunities that could be 
repaired or maintained in his family which falls apart when his brother has an 
accident and dies. Turk, who is young when the incident occurs, feels that there is no 
sufficient attention from his parents.
Extract 28
Kennedy: But there are always trade-offs. When I met Micah, he was a fellow in 
ophthalmology at Yale-New Haven. He examined me and said I had the most 
beautiful colobomas he'd ever seen. On our first date, I told him I really did 
believe justice was blind, and he said that was only because he didn’t have a 
chance to operate yet. (Picoult, 2016:72)
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      That sentence is hyperbole. Most are large in number (at most), a coloboma is 
described conditions where normal tissue in or around the eye is missing at birth. 
This sentence seems excessive and unreasonable because coloboma is an eye 
abnormality that has been taken from birth because an abnormality or disease is not 
included in the category of beautiful in the face. The word colobomas paired with the 
word "the most beautiful" makes the sentence excessive. Mica who is Kennedy's 
husband teased her during their first meeting using the sentence so that Kennedy feels 
the shortcomings she has are an advantage from Mica's point of view.
Extract 29
Kennedy: Clarice’s feet move away from my range of view, and then I feel the 
cool air on my legs as she begins to massage my left calf. “My mother got me this 
treatment for my birthday,” I say. “She is a big fan of moisturizing. She actually 
said that it wouldn’t kill me to not have dinosaur hide for skin if I wanted my 
husband to stick around.” (Picoult, 2016:75)
      It wouldn't kill me to not have dinosaur hide for skin is category hyperbole form. 
It wouldn't kill me is a job that does not burden you until you lose your life or in other 
words, is a very easy job. Dinosaur hid for skin is the dinosaur skin that is behind the 
skin or in other words, the skin is like a dinosaur. This sentence is excessive because 
it is not doing routine skin care by giving moisturizers to the skin that could make 
human skin especially in the stories in the novel for Kennedy to make the skin 
became like dinosaurs that have dry and thick skin.
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10. Irony
      The irony is a way of speaking or writing by saying something while the meaning 
is another.  It refers to a situation in which reality differs from appearance. It occurs 
in sentence or words when they imply contrast or opposite meaning (Syafitri and 
Marlinton, 2018: 47). Table 4.1 shows that there is 4 ironies found in the novel 
entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 30
Ruth: The most beautiful baby I ever saw was born without a face. From the 
neck down, he was perfect: ten fingers, ten toes, chubby belly (Picoult, 2016:17)
     This sentence is categorized as irony. The phrase "the most beautiful baby I ever 
saw" contains a component of positive meaning. The sentence "was born without a 
face" contains a component of negative meaning and then the sentence is supported 
by a sentence that explains in detail the deficiencies in the baby. Because of the 
addition of the adjective phrase "the most beautiful" the context contains positive 
ideas and can disguise negative meanings.
Extract 31
Ruth: Given the sheer number of children she lives with, the apartment is 
remarkably clean. Pages from coloring books are taped to the wall (Picoult, 
2016:114)
       The sentence above is about Ruth who alludes to the cleanliness of her sister's 
apartment which is strewn with drawing paper on the wall. The word "remarkably 
clean" contains a component of positive meaning if the context supports it, but in the 
next sentence, "Pages from coloring books are taped to the wall" connotatively has a 
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negative meaning. Because the context is textual, so there can be no meaning of 
praise in the sentence. So from this explanation, the sentence is categorized as an 
irony.
11. Litotes
       Litotes is a figure of speech in which, rather than making a certain statement 
directly, a speaker expresses it even more effectively, or achieves emphasis, by 
denying its opposite. By its nature, litotes is a form of understatement, always 
deliberate and with the intention of subtle emphasis. However, the interpretation of 
litotes can depend on context, including cultural context (Harya, 2016:45). Table 4.1 
shown that there are 5 litotes found in the novel entitled “Small Great Things” as 
shown in the following sentences:
Extract 32
Ruth: Maybe for that reason, she chose to deliver at Mercy-West Heaven, our 
little cottage hospital, and not Yale-New Heaven, which is better equipped for 
emergencies. (Picoult, 2016:17).
      "Our little cottage hospital" is the form of litotes. In that sentence, the word "little 
cottage" is referred to a hospital. Based on the general description the cottage is a 
small size building which is only temporarily occupied with a very simple 
appearance. Based on the previous explanation, the author wants to make the readers 
imagine that the hospital that becomes Ruth's workplace is just a very simple hospital 
in the suburbs.
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Extract 33
Ruth: I know I wouldn't have become a nurse if my mama hadn't worked so 
hard to put me smack in the middle of the path of a good education (Picoult, 
2016:50).
      The sentence "I don't have to be a nurse if my mom hasn't worked so hard" is a 
form of litotes. Ruth positions herself as a person who has nothing and cannot get her 
midwifery degree if it isn't for her mother's job as a servant. In that sentence, Ruth 
describes herself as not doing anything extraordinary or Ruth does not boast herself.
12. Personification
       Personification is a kind of figurative expressions in which an animate object is 
given a human quality. The word personification derives from Latin words; "persona" 
means a person, actor, or mask used in the theatre and "fix" means to make (Syafitri 
and Marlinton, 2018: 46). Table 4.1 shown that there are 2 personifications found in 
the novel entitled “Small Great Things” as shown in the following sentences:
Extract 34
Corinne: "I'm really sorry, Marie. The stupid tire I replaced last week a leak or 
something; I had to drive here the whole way going thirty." (Picoult, 2016:22).
      The word "tire stupid" means "a tire that has a problem". In connotative meaning, 
stupid can be interpreted as having problems, weaknesses or deficiencies in terms of 
thinking or lack of intelligence. Stupid is one of the adjectives possessed by humans 
and in the sentence above the word stupid is intended for an inanimate object so it is 
categorized as personification.
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Extract 35
Turk: It has been years since I did this, but it feels like yesterday—my fists have a 
muscle memory (Picoult, 2016:98).
     The sentence "my fists have a muscle memory" means "an unforgettable 
experience". Memory is the process of remembering the past, the whole past 
experience that is recalled, and the most memorable experience. In the sentence 
above, the researcher categorizes it as personification because the word muscle is 
described as a human-like nature that can remember experiences that have occurred.
B. Discussions
In this discussion, the researcher clarifies around the data analysis that the researcher
has found. The researcher explains the theoretical framework and the previous 
studies. This section also replies to the research question from the first chapter. The 
question is mentioned about the types of figurative language that Jodi Picoult uses in 
Small Great Things.
Figurative language is part of stylistic learning that is also descended from 
semantics whose goal is to analyze the meaning of language.  Geoffrey N. Leech 
(1969:1) states stylistic is perhaps unfortunately pretentious; but there is no 
convenient alternative for it. It means by 'stylistics' simply the study of literary style, 
or, to make matters even more explicit, the study of the use of language in literature. 
When we discuss 'style', we often have in mind the language of a particular writer, a 
particular period, a particular genre.
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In literary work, the discussion about figurative language leads the researcher to 
analyze the personal style of the author as the main point. In the context of figurative 
languages as a writing style, the researcher focuses on the analysis of the tendency of 
the author to use certain kinds of figurative languages more than any others as her 
writing style.
In the novel “Small Great Things”, it is found that Jodi Picoult as the author uses 
various kinds of figurative languages in different portion. There are certain kinds of 
figurative languages dominate the total portion of figurative languages exist in the 
novel. Meanwhile, the rest gets a relatively small portion of their quantity. The 
quantity of figurative languages lies in the frequency of each of them to arise in the 
novel.
Based on table 4.1, the researcher confirms the results of this research finds all 
the types of figurative language based on Leech's theory (1969) about the twelve 
types of figurative language. there are three types of figurative language that are 
dominantly used by Jodi Picoult in Small Great Things because the three types of 
figurative language have over 20 data of each type, and they are:
First, the researcher finds simile as the first dominant form in "Small Great 
Things" in 42 data which has found. In a simile, the two things to be compared and 
(sometimes) the ground of the comparison are spelled out in succession: the 
comparison itself, too, is made explicit by means of such constructional elements as 
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like, as...as, more...then (Leech, 1969:153). A simile is a kind of figurative meaning 
comparing two essentially unlike things. Simile expresses a direct comparison 
between things, which have one or more points in common and be recognized by the 
use of the word like and as. A simile is the simplest and most widely used in various 
media such as literature or inhuman pronunciation. Using the simile interface to 
compare things will be easier for the person we are aiming to interpret the meaning 
we want to convey.
       Second, the researcher finds hyperbole as the second dominant form in "Small 
Great Things" in 36 data which has found. Hyperbole is a figurative language that is 
commonly used by literary writers to compose sentences of a literary work with the 
aim of obtaining the beauty of the language style of the work. In addition, to beautify 
a sentence, hyperbole has a special effect that exaggerates what is actually intended 
with the intention of intensifying, increasing the impression and power of influence, 
both in number, size, and characteristics. Not only in literature, have we realized that 
hyperbole often fills our conversation. It could be, the message to be conveyed is 
mediocre but becomes even better when the sentence is formed in such a way as 
hyperbole.      
      Leech (1969:168) states “hyperbole is a figure which stretches, perhaps almost to 
breaking point, he communicative resources of the language, it is difficult to see how 
a failure to say enough about the subject can overstep the bounds of reason or 
acceptability”. Jodi Picoult uses hyperbole to emphasize the statement containing an 
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exaggeration or may be used as imaginative stories or to show negative and 
unfortunate act. The use of it to exaggerate an event more than fact, and Jodi Picoult 
uses hyperbole to show the forceful feeling in order to make sure the readers. Then, 
the readers could be convinced through the depiction of the word itself.
"I can start an IV in my sleep" (Picoult, 2016:21).
     The sentence is very exaggerated and absurd. The author makes Ruth as the main 
character in Small Great Things becomes a very experienced person in her work, it 
makes the sentence seems impossible. So, that sentence includes hyperbole of 
figurative language.
         Third, the researcher finds allegory as the third dominant form in "Small Great 
Things" in 26 data which has found. Allegory stands in the same relation to an 
individual symbol as an extended metaphor does to simple metaphor: in fact, an 
allegory might be described as a 'multiple symbols', in which a number of different
symbols, with their individual interpretations, join together to make a total 
interpretation (Leech, 1969:163). Allegory is a short story that contains figurative 
language. This figurative meaning must be drawn from under the surface of the story. 
In the allegory, the names of the culprits are abstract characteristics, and the purpose 
is always clearly expressed. Allegory usually contains human moral or spiritual traits.  
Allegory is usually long and complicated stories with hidden intentions but goals, but 
observant readers are clear and real.
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      From the three dominant types of figurative language, simile and allegory are 
figurative languages that compare something with something else. It means trying to 
find traits that show similarities between the two things. The genre of Small Great 
Things novel is racism. The researcher concluded that Jodi Picoult uses more 
figurative language, especially in the simile category because the flow of the novel 
tells about racial differences or comparisons between races. What's more, the use of 
simile is more dominant in Ruth's figure who is a black woman and a victim of racial 
differences.
       Leech in A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry (1969: 170) states that hyperbole 
is characteristic of female speech and litotes of male speech, so that “it is not too bad” 
as an expression of approximation would almost certainly come from man, and 'It 
was absolutely fabulous' from a woman. Leech's statement that women are more 
dominant in using hyperbole is proven in this study which has been found by the 
researcher. Hyperbole is used more by the two female characters in 'Small Great 
Things' and they are Ruth and Kennedy.
      The researcher concludes that the author has used figurative language into words 
or sentences in her works, to produce deeper emotional effects to readers. The author 
in her works has made an impression through used the figurative language to purpose 
the author wants to tell the reader indirectly about her feeling, give a motivation of 
life, give a fresh of life and give an illustration of life.
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            This study has similarities with the four previous findings in a qualitative 
descriptive method. The object of this research and the first research is different, 
because this research uses Small Great Things novel as an object while previous 
findings use poetry from Ron Slate as an object, the second the previous finding uses 
The Al Chemist novel as an object, the third finding uses a song from Maroon five as 
an object, and the fourth previous finding uses the Dear John novel as an object. In 
addition, the difference between this research and previous research is that this study
analyzes the types of figurative language based on Leech's theory and previous 
findings using different theories with this research.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
      After doing the analysis, the researcher concludes that figurative language is 
found in the Small Great Things novel. Thus, learning a figurative language is needed 
to understand the meaning conveyed in the novel. The use of various kinds of 
figurative language is a common thing that people often encounter, it is caused by the 
imagination of the author in applying the mind to a different language by adjusting 
the conditions that occur. From this research, it can be concluded that Jodi Picoult’s 
“Small Great Things” applies the figurative language in the storyline of the novel 
“Small Great Tings”. 
      This study finds out the use of figurative language specifically oxymoron, 
paradox, synecdoche, metaphor, metonymy, simile, symbolism, allegory, hyperbole, 
irony, litotes, and personification. The sentence and utterances involve as figurative 
language in the novel “Small Great Things” written by Jodi Picoult such as; 
oxymoron was found 6 data, paradox was found 3, synecdoche was found 3 data, 
metaphor was found 9 data, metonymy was found 12 data, simile was found 42 data, 
symbolism was found 9 data, allegory was found 26 data, hyperbole was found 36 
data irony was found 4 data, litotes was found 5 data and personification 2 data. A 
simile is the most dominant of figurative language in “Small Great Things” because it 
as disclosure by using explicit comparison expressed with prepositions and contacts. 
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B. Suggestion
      Based on research that has been done, there are some suggestions taken by 
considering the conclusion.
1. To students who study literature and linguistics and who are interested in a 
similar study to apply other types of figurative language with a different
expert.
2. To the next researcher, finding different fields of language or other aspects 
can be a way of conducting new research on figurative topics and making 
research with different media such as a song, poems, advertisements or movie.
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APPENDIX 1: 
      Small Great Things is a work of fiction by American author 
Jodi Picoult. Picoult chose the title from the words of Martin 
Luther King, "If I cannot do great things, I can do small things in 
a great way". The book deals with the issue of race in America 
and revolves around the protagonist, a delivery nurse named 
Ruth Jefferson. This edition published in New York, 2016 by Ballantine Books and 
the book become the best-selling novel in New York.
      Jodi Picoult is the #1 bestselling author of twenty-
five novels including My Sister's Keeper, Nineteen 
Minutes, The Storyteller, Leaving Time, and the 
acclaimed #1 bestseller, Small Great Things, which 
explored the issues of power, privilege and race, and 
has sold more than 1.5 million copies. Picoult’s books have been translated into 
thirty-four languages in thirty-five countries. Small Great Things has been optioned 
for motion picture adaptation by Amblin Entertainment and is set to star Viola Davis 
and Julia Roberts.
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APPENDIX 2:
The Types of Figurative language
Metonymy
1. Baby’s father: "it's just... It was a monster." (Picoult, 2016:18)
2. Turk: I steal glimpses at her profile when we idle at red light. (Picoult, 
2016:28)
3. Kennedy: Violet refused to eat a bowl of Cheerios. (Picoult, 2016:70)
4. Kennedy: Was wearing her fancy sequined Mary Jane's. (Picoult, 201670)
5. Turk: She doesn't want to have a conversation with this nurse. (Picoult, 
2016:39)
6. Ruth: Worse than Vasectomy Guy? (Picoult, 2016:45)
Hyperbole
1. Ruth:When we finally emerged at Seventy-Second Street, the world was white. 
(Picoult, 2016:13)
2. Ruth: Alighting on a switch or a handle or a knob so that the sleeping beast of 
a house was gradually brought to life. (Picoult, 2016:13)
3. Ruth: Christina had the biggest bedroom I had ever seen and more toys than 
anyone. (Picoult, 2016:13)
4. Ruth: There was a scream so piercing and so ragged that it stabbed me in the 
chest. (Picoult, 2016:13)
5. Ruth: Lost in a world made of Ms. Mina's pain and fear. (Picoult, 2016:14)
6. Ruth: With love written over her face. (Picoult, 2016:14)
7. Ruth: she wore an expression I've only seen in painting in museum.( Picoult, 
2016:18)
8. Ruth: a whole would open up inside him. Tiny at first, that pit would wear 
away. (Picoult, 2016:18)
9. Ruth: it was the most remarkable things I'd ever seen.( Picoult, 2016:19)
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10. once I turned away, I was blind to everything else. (Picoult, 2016:19)
11. they would be shocked into stupor at the sight of the mess going on stop my 
head. (Picoult, 2016:19)
12. and then it hits me with the force of a blow. (Picoult, 2016:27)
13. wearing a stiff-collared shirt choking me. (Picoult, 2016:28)
14. His teeth were nearly electric by contrast.  (Picoult, 2016:28)
15. She's the prettiest girl I've ever seen. (Picoult, 2016:29)
16. just a lot of blood and guts with nothing to hold it together anymore.( Picoult, 
2016:29)
17. When you let go the elastic, the snap is electric. (Picoult, 2016:31)
18. Whatever they've got pumping through her veins has really helped. (Picoult, 
2016:32)
19. It's a marathon, not a sprint. (Picoult, 2016:33)
20. screaming and punching at the air with tiny fist. (Picoult, 2016:33)
21. "he's perfect," I whisper again her skin. "You're perfect."(Picoult, 2016:33)
22. I decided at the moment I was going to do whatever it took to get an 
invitation. (Picoult, 2016:35)
23. With giant lips and sloping foreheads. (Picoult, 2016:36)
24. His presence was so commanding that his voice became a magnet. (Picoult, 
2016:36)
25. He would punch a White man in his sleep. (Picoult, 2016:36)
26. He said the speaker's name the way a pious man spoke of God-part whisper, 
part prayer. (Picoult, 2016:37)
27. Stood side by side when sparks from the cross lighting shot into the night sky. 
(Picoult, 2016:37)
28. You, I'll protect for the rest of my life. (Picoult, 2016:43)
29. Starting back at me is a sea of blank white faces. (Picoult, 2016:48)
30. Her voice always makes me think of heliotrope and a convertible ride and the 
sun beating on the crown of your head. (Picoult, 2016:7)
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Allegory
1. But we remained rooted to the post as Mama quickly forgot about us, lost in a 
world made of Ms. Mina's pain and fear, trying to be the map that she could 
follow out it (Picoult, 2016:14)
2. she wore an expression I've only seen in paintings in museums, of a love and a 
grief so fierce that they forged together to create some new, raw emotion 
(Picoult, 2016:18)
3. For a moment, I honestly don't understand. And then it hits me with the force 
of a blow: they don't have a problem with what I've done. Just with whom I 
am. (Picoult, 2016:27)
4. The guy who killed him was from Massachusetts and was older than my 
father. His skin was darker than the wood of the witness box, and his teeth 
were nearly electric by contrast. I couldn't stop staring. (Picoult, 2016:28)
5. It was like that trial had ripped off the outside layer of skin, and what was left 
of my family was just a lot of blood and guts with nothing to hold it together 
anymore. (Picoult, 2016:29)
6. This is what it feels like to beat someone up: like a rubber band stretched so 
tight it aches, and stars to shake. And then when you throw that punch, when 
you let go of the elastic, the snap is electric. (Picoult, 2016:31)
7. it's blue. Where there was nothing a breath ago, there is now a perfectly 
round head the size of a softball, and it's blue. (Picoult, 2016:33)
8. She cups her hand our newborn's head, like we are an electrical circuit that's 
now complete. Like we could power the world. (Picoult, 2016:33)
9. Wondered what sorts of companies manufactured targets like this, because 
they sure as hell weren't being sold in places like Wal-Mart's hunting aisle. It 
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was as if there was a whole secret society I'd never known about, and I'd just 
been whispered the password for admission. (Picoult, 2016:36)
10. On the stage, a man was grandstanding. His presence was so commanding 
that his voice became a magnet, and I found myself being pulled to see him 
more clearly. (Picoult, 2016:36)
11. He said the speaker's name the way a pious man spoke of God-part whisper, 
part prayer. (Picoult, 2016:37)
12. She looks up at me with those blue eyes that are sometimes as dark as the sea, 
and sometimes as pale as glass, and that always can get me to do anything 
(Picoult, 2016:38).
13. Slowly, like water on parched pavement, the smile evaporates from Edison's 
face (Picoult, 2016:54)
14. As little girls, my older sister and I looked nothing alike. Rachel was the color 
of fresh-brewed coffee, just like mama. Me, I was poured from same pot, but 
with so much milk added, you couldn't even taste the flavor anymore (Picoult, 
2016:54).
15. You can see your hands doing the work, ministering, as if they do not belong 
to you. You hear voice climbing a ladder of panic, and it all becomes one 
deafening, discordant note. (Picoult, 2016:65)
16. She is standing in the doorway, her hands bracing her, like she needs help 
staying upright. The moon’s coming through the window, so she’s trapped in 
her own shadow (Picoult, 2016:84)
17. It’s not like I stopped using that word. But I’ll admit, sometimes when I said 
it, it stuck in my throat like a fish bone before I could cough it free (Picoult, 
2016:89)
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18. When she met my gaze, it felt like the space between the moment you turned 
on a stove’s pilot light, and the moment it was blue and burning. I felt like the 
possibility of an explosion (Picoult, 2016:95).
19. As we talk, I help lift strands of crystal and dip them into the ammonia 
solution, feeling the liquid burn my skin, and pride—even more bitter—burn 
the back of my throat (Picoult, 2016:105).
20. That’s exactly the way things were in the very beginning of time. Black. Man 
was completely in the dark about color. Why? Because he was stupid (Picoult, 
2016:110)
21. Then I drive out of the hospital where I’ve been hiding for two decades, 
underneath the highway that pulses with New York–bound traffic, like an 
artery (Picoult, 2016:114)
22. She locks her eyes on mine—hers are so dark that you can barely see the edge 
between iris and pupil. But they’re steady, and she doesn’t let go of me, and 
slowly, slowly, I let myself breathe (Picoult, 2016:115).
23. I shake my head in the darkness, and I say the words I’ve swallowed down my 
whole life (Picoult, 2016:117)
Simile
1. I was drawn in her wake like a balloon tied to her wrist. My hand skimmed
over the banister of the curved staircase, not touching (Picoult, 2016:14)
2. There was a moment -- one heartbeat, one breath-- where all the differences 
in schooling and money and skin color evaporated like mirages in a desert 
(Picoult, 2016:15)
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3. While the conversation behind me between the parents and the doctor stopped 
and started like a car choking through the winter (Picoult, 2016:17)
4. When the father started to cry, the sobs shock his body, like a hurricane bends 
a tree (page 18)
5. Brushing my hair around my head in a swirl like an ice cream cone and 
wrapping it in a scarf each night was what kept it straight the next day when I 
took it down (Picoult, 2016:19)
6. Her name was Jessie; she was a tiny little thing who had come into the 
pavilion looking more like a campaign Frist Lady than a woman in active 
labor (Picoult, 2016:20).
7. Comment like this feel like paper cuts (Picoult, 2016:22)
8. Nerves look different on fathers. They get combative, sometimes. As if they 
could bluster away whatever's wrong (Picoult, 2016:25)
9. Then I diaper him, swiftly wrap him up in a blanket like a burrito (Picoult, 
2016:26).
10. She's puffing, little breaths, like she's running a marathon.( Picoult, 2016:29)
11. Suddenly she turns her eyes bright and blue, like the middle of a flame 
(Picoult, 2016:29).
12. Now, I drew back my fist and shot it forward like an arrow. (Picoult, 2016:31)
13. I'm grateful for the direction. This I can do. As Brit's face reddens, as her 
body like a bow, I cup her shoulder in my hands. (Picoult, 2016:32)
14. I look down, the brow of our baby rises like a moon in the valley of her legs. 
(Picoult, 2016:33)
15. I look at the baby on more time, feeling like my boots are stuck in pitch 
(Picoult, 2016:38)
16. Her hands start moving over my son, like some kind of crazy witch doctor. 
(Picoult, 2016:40)
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17. I watch the black nurse like a hawk while she wipes Davis down and washes 
his hair and wraps him up in a blanket again. (Picoult, 2016:40)
18. For a father it comes on sudden, like a storm that changes the landscape 
forever(Picoult, 2016:47)
19. The difference between the Muslim father's request and the request made by 
Turk Bauer was like the difference between day and night (Picoult, 2016:48)
20. Sometimes I imagined them, with their silky blond hair and braces, walking 
past the check casher on the corner of the street where I lived. It was like 
picturing a polar bear in the tropics. (Picoult, 2016:49)
21. I see so much of his daddy in him that for a moment, I feel like I've fallen 
through time (Picoult, 2016:51)
22. I'm running around like a chicken with its head cut off. (Picoult, 2016:58)
23. My voice is steady, soft, even though every syllable feels as dangerous as a 
blade at my throat. (Picoult, 2016:68)
24. My fists are like two anvils at my sides (Picoult, 2016:79)
25. The first coat doesn't quite cover the paint beneath, so the color peeks 
through, like something trapped under ice. (Picoult, 2016:79)
26. Putting this crib back into a nursery would be like making our new child sleep 
with a ghost.( Picoult, 2016:80)
27. I swing my legs over the side of the bed and start moving, fighting through the 
dark like it’s a crowd. (Picoult, 2016:84)
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28. White Power bands that sounded like a demon growling, that made you want 
to mess with the world (Picoult, 2016:83)
29. I take a deep breath and then haul my wife upright. She feels like a sandbag, 
heavy and immobile (Picoult, 2016:85)
30. MacDougall asked me what I wanted from him, as if it wasn’t evident.(
Picoult, 2016:89)
31. How I ran like a freaking berserker at the biggest guy(Picoult, 2016:91)
32. How blood ran in the alley like rain on pavement (Picoult, 2016:91)
33. Again, I felt like I was being given a quiz, and I must have answered correctly, 
because Mitchum kept talking (Picoult, 2016:96)
34. Brit sits on a couch like the middle of a flower, surrounded by the petals of 
her friends (Picoult, 2016:97)
35. It’s been so long since I’ve been wilding that I’ve forgotten the high of it, 
unlike anything that alcohol or sports or even falling in love can produce 
(Picoult, 2016:98)
36. The process of birth is such an assembly line, in fact, that it always surprises 
me when I am forced to stop and look twice (Picoult, 2016:99)
37. I’d venture that my mama needs the Hallowell’s just as much, if only to feel 
like she still has a purpose (Picoult, 2016:103).
38. “Promise me something? If I ever cut my hair into a bob that kind of looks 
like a helmet, you’ll euthanize me?” (Picoult, 2016:108)
39. It sits in the backseat and keeps drawing my attention in the rearview mirror, 
surprising me, like a passenger I wasn’t expecting (Picoult, 2016:112)
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Irony
1. Then again, Turk Bauer looked pretty normal to me until he rolled up his 
sleeves (Picoult, 2016:58).
2. Family doesn’t get a paycheck, I think (Picoult, 2016:109)
Symbol
1. white people don't mean half the offensive things that come out of their 
mouths (Picoult, 2016:22)
2. but now that obstacle was out of the way, he took it upon himself to raise me 
the way he thought I should have been raised all along (Picoult, 2016:30)
3. I realize that she is scared. This fearless woman is actually afraid of what 
comes next. (Picoult, 2016:32)
4. The door opened there was a flash of a brightly list stage and a drag queen 
lip-synching. (Picoult, 2016:41)
5. If that nigger hadn't been driving that night, my brother wouldn't be dead. 
(Picoult, 2016:44)
6. “That bitch killed my baby.” MacDougall didn’t know anything about my son,
or what had happened at the hospital (Picoult, 2016:89)
Metaphor
1. "Clarence Thomas," I pronounce. "He's darker than you and he's on the 
Supreme Court." My sister laughs. "Ruth, he's so conservative he probably 
bleeds white." (Picoult, 2016:)
2. But what breaks my rhythm is the scream (Picoult, 2016:65)
3. He says that my mother is a bulldozer dressed as a southern belle (Picoult, 
2016:76)
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4. I looked at him as if he was Einstein (Picoult, 2016:83)
5. I WAKE IN a pool of sweat, fighting my way out of a bad dream. (Picoult, 
2016:84)
6. I thought honor was a commodity that was going extinct (Picoult, 2016:96)
7. The best lies are the ones that are wrapped around a core of truth (Picoult, 
2016:106)
Litotes
1. My son has made the Highest Honors list for every semester of his high school 
career. But just like I tell him, that's no reason to boast. "There are a lot of 
bright kids in this town," I demur. (Picoult, 2016:21).
2. I wasn't the grandson my grandfather had wanted; because I was too stupid 
or angry or weird. (Picoult, 2016:42).
3. My twenty years of service at the hospital. My neat little home. My spotless 
Toyota RAV4 (Picoult, 2016:119)
Paradox
True, the labor’s finished, but there is still tidying up to be done, a physical 
assessment of the newborn, and a stack of paperwork (Picoult, 2016:23)
Oxymoron
1. I can hear Brittany and Turk whispering fiercely as I check the fontanels on 
the baby head for the suture lines (Picoult, 2016:25)
2. I want to watch his shoulder rise and fall as he breathes (Picoult, 2016:38)
3. The ability to sort people into groups they like and don't like (Picoult, 
2016:62)
4. I lean closer, certain that I'm just missing the rise and fall of this tiny chest 
(Picoult, 2016:62)
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